Poetry Words

rhyme describe imagine rhythm stanza

1. Sal has a favorite poem about the sea. The first stanza of the poem compares the sea to a huge, running dog. The second part of the poem compares the sea to a sleeping dog.

2. Sal likes poems that rhyme. His favorite poem uses the words jaws and paws. These two words have the same ending sound.

3. Sal likes poems that describe things. His favorite poem uses special words to tell about the sea, such as giant, shaking, shaggy, and bounding.

4. When he reads his favorite poem, Sal can imagine a huge dog running onto the beach with a roar. In his mind, he pictures the giant dog shaking and shaking its wet fur.

5. When Sal says the poem aloud, the words sound like the beat of the waves. The rhythm of the poem makes him see the movement of the huge dog as it comes and goes on the beach.
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